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Cone Hugging Cayman
-

A friend recently introduced me to
PCA autocrossing, and I have to say
I'm hooked! It's such a concentrated
rush, with so many turns coming at
you in such a short time. I love that I
can explore my Cayman's limits in a
safe, controlled environment, with the
only battle scars at day's end being a
cone scuff or two (I found they wipe
off easily with bug & tar remover). We
may only be hitting 50 mph in sections, but with the "cockpit workload"
it feels much faster! I feel I drove
respectably at my first event with a
box-stock car, finishing ahead of some
Boxsters and 944s, but a ride with an
instructor was an eye-opener...he had
the car perfectly sliding and dancing

around the cones. Other than practice, practice, practice, do you have
any tips for this autocross newbie to
turn some faster times?

Congratulations on discovering the
most cost-effective form of motorsport
ever conceived, not to mention a real
test of precision car control. You've
taken the most important step already
by entering and driving in an event,
and pairing up with an instructor to go
over the fundamentals. One of the
best speed secrets is to show up early
and walk the course, as many times
as possible, preferably on a novice
course walk with an instructor. It may
be intimidating to try and memorize
the entire layout at first, so make mental notes of two or three key "pinch
points" on the course, which are tight
slaloms or turnarounds that follow a
faster section. The better you know the
course, the less indecision you'll have
and the faster and more aggressive
you can be.
As for the driving itself, the best

piece of advice we've heard is also
the title of John Buffum's book on rallying: "In like a lamb, out like a lion."
Those new to autocross usually overdrive the slow corners and are too
timid through the fast ones, where just
the opposite is required. Charging
hard and overshooting a slow 180degree turn will kill a lap time, and
seconds seem like hours as you're
waiting for those front tires to regain
bite. If you've done any road racing,
forget about all that late-apex stuff for
the really tight turns...get the car
slowed to the point where you have
front traction, hug the inside of the
turn, and pick up the throttle aggressively on exit, but not too quickly
because that will cause the understeer
that you've worked so hard to avoid
earlier in the turn. Tip No. 3? Look
ahead, and keep your head on a
swivel. It's uncanny how any vehicle
has a tendency to go where we're
looking, and fixating on a cone or
piece of track only 50 feet ahead of
continued on page 28

Factory trained expert repair and restoration of all Porsche instruments.

• Clock repair and Quartz conversions
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Sunset PO III MAIIC
SunsetPorsche.com

Beaverton, Oregon

Genuine Factory Porsche Parts
EXCELLENT PRICES
Rear Lid Shocks
Fits: Cayenne 2003-2010
Rear Lid Shock 1955-512-550-06
List $89.02

Sunset $63.99
Glass Door Shock 1955-512-528-00
List

$23.36

Sunset $16.79

Front Lower
Control Arm
Fits: Cayenne 2003-2008
Leftl955-341-017-33
Right 1 955-341-018-33
List

$364.98 each

Sunset $277.86 each

Watches
911 Sport Classic chronograph
Rubber Strap in Silver Grey
WAP-070-084-0D

911 Turbo Sport Classic chronograph
Rubber Strap in Black
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you is a sure recipe for slow times.
It's also a good way to make a
hexagon out of a circle; instead of
driving a smooth arc through a
series of cones, you're making a
small steering input at each cone
and scrubbing speed. Visualize
that arc and look ahead 150 feet to
that last cone in the sweeper, and
you'll gain a tenth of a second or
two. Charging into a 180-degree
turnaround, your head—and, more
importantly, eyes—should be 90
degrees to the direction of travel at
your turn-in point, locking in on that
exit cone like an F-16's target
acquisition system. Last, don't be
too hard on yourself and enjoy the
; experience. It's easy to have high
expectations as you improve,
which leads to overdriving and toorapid hand motions which kill grip.
Be smooth (yet aggressive), look
way ahead and be super-tidy
around the slowest turns, and you'll
be surprised at your times.

Factory Repair Manuals
Do you know if it is possible to
access factory repair manuals for
997 series cars? I see Porsche has
PIWIS-TIS online for authorized
entities including Automobile
Clubs. Is there a way I can access
this service through PCA? Can you
suggest any alternatives? My goal
is to start working on my 997 Turbo.

WAP-070-083-0D

List $740.00 each

Sunset $586.90 each

Headlight Switch
Fits: Boxster, 996, 996 Turbo, GT3
996 613 535 00
-

List

-

-

$143.89

Sunset $103.42
We offer our excellent prices on EVERY PORSCHE PART! Call us with your needs.
•All items subject to availability. While supplies last. Price subject to change without notice. At orders will be charged shipping. U.S. only. All
orders must be shipping - no "WHICall" orders. Returns must be accompanied by a return authorization number. All orders filled within two
weeks unless back ordered from Porsche. Allow apps. two weeks for delivery. USA-Spec. only

Mention This Ad To Get Your EXCELLENCE Price.

SA VE EVEN MORE NO SALES TAX IN OREGON
-

Sunset Porsche
Beaverton, Oregon

1-800-346-0182
Parts Hours M-F Sam-5pm Pacific Time
Email: porscheparts@sunsetporsche.com
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We commend you for trying to
obtain the correct information to
service and repair your Porsche.
Unfortunately, the Porsche PIWIS
TSI website is only for "Authorized
Companies" and is the only legitimate place we know of to obtain
the correct technical information
necessary to work on your
Porsche. We do not believe that
Porsche would agree to a subscription with the Porsche Club of
America (PCA) or how it could regulate and control access by PCA's
thousands of club members.
Access to the Porsche PIWIS
TSI site costs $5,000 per year plus
taxes, and it is specifically
intended to be used by automotive
repair businesses. The information
and materials on the site are writcontinued on page 30
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ten for the professional mechanic
and already assumes the reader
has significant experience and
training with Porsche cars, plus
access to the full complement of
specialized Porsche tools referenced in their documentation. Due
to the cost for access, many independent Porsche repair shops do
not subscribe to this service.
We suggest that you talk to your
local professional Porsche repair
facility to see if there is a way they
can assist you in repairing your car.

Do I Need Spark Plugs?

When carving your niche,
use the sharpest instrument available.

This isn't merely the new Porsche Cayman. This is a world unlocked.
It's finding enlightenment and exhilaration in those twists in the road.
Something we call the Code of the Curve. Its mid-engine balance,
agility and precision. Combined with increased horsepower, lighter
weight, a wider stance and acceleration from 0 to 60 in a mere 4.7
seconds, it translates into adrenaline-fueled curve-carving that opens
up a world of possibilities. Unlock the Code of the Curve with a test
drive. Porsche. There is no substitute.

The new Porsche Cayman S.

ple4144,A,
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Porsche Dealer

Porsche of Omaha
6625 L Street
Omaha, NE 68117
Toll Free: (800) 889-1893
omaha.porschedealer.com
mitchs@woodhouse.com

PO RSCHE

I own a 2009 Porsche 911
Carrera S Cab. I purchased it new
in April 2010, and it currently has
5,800 miles on it. I was told by the
dealer that because the car is four
years old I need the 40,000-mile
service done now—specifically the
spark plugs need to be changed.
Is this true? If so, can you tell me
the reasoning?

Spark plugs are a wear item,
and normally their wear is based
on miles driven and how those
miles were driven rather than from
calendar-based time like many liquids are judged. There can be variables in the spark-plug wear equation: the quality of spark plug
installed, whether the plugs were
gapped correctly, the condition of
the ignition coils, plus the type of
engine, the mechanical condition
of the engine, and the quality of
fuel that is being run in the car. Is
the car spending a lot of time in
slow, heavily congested traffic? Or,
at the other extreme, is it constantly
being driven flat-out at very high
revs, such as on the track? Any of
these variables can affect sparkplug life.
On the newer, direct fuelinjected engines such as yours, the
spark plugs can be left in for 8-10
years, because fuel delivery is very
precise. On previous fuel-injection
systems, the cold start and shortdistance driving is best kept to a
minimum. Short-distance driving
may not allow the spark plugs to be
cleaned up or completely recover
from the very rich environment of a
continued on page 34
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cold-start cycle. Rich running cor
ditions can coat the spark Oil
ceramic, and this coating ca
cause strange operating charac
teristics not to mention the poss
bility of a misfire, which is the won
scenario on any catalytic cor
verter-equipped car.
The best action to take is t
remove the spark plugs at the veh
cle's major service intervals an
check the physical condition. If th
spark plugs are in good conditior
they can be reinstalled. Aside fror
this physical inspection, a drop i
fuel mileage can be a key indic
for of the need for replacement.
At 5,800 miles we expect yot_
spark plugs will look like new; if se
there should be no reason fc
replacement. We hope you ask th
dealer the same question; w
would love to know their response

You think it, we can build it.
un3o
disenoto

The Right Tire Pressure

Bisimoto
GIMECM]l P=s (?CLESID

tasimotowerks com 11916 S Lynx Plane. Ontano, CA 917611(888)922-6686

I have a tire pressure questio
continued on page
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Clearly the BEST Race Shifter Avail
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Multi adjustable short throw shifter
Billet aluminum
4e
—
.0040
Adjustable cable mono blocks
..Designed for optional counter weight
Quick change adjustments on shifter throw
Ball Bearing movement on all rotating axis
Bulit for racing and longevity. Direct '1,-/ritzk
replacement in your race or stock car

Main Line: 813-919-9132
813-792-2062
Fax:
dan@numericracing.com
www.numericracing.com

,

S U NCOASTPARTS . CO M
YOUR ONLINE STORE FOR GENUINE PORSCHE PARTS AND ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES

APPAREL & WATCHES

RACING SEATS

AEROKITS & SPOILERS

PADDLE STEERING WHEELS

MARTINI COLLECTION

CLEAR SIDE MARKERS

MAINTENANCE PARTS

SHIFTER KITS

AND MUCH MORE
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relative to our 2011 Porsche Targa
4. We want the softest ride. The
label on the car's door frame shows
tire pressures for the front at 37 psi
and rear at 44 psi. However, the
manual identifies 34/37, respectively. Is it okay to use 34/37 or less
than 34/37 to get softest ride?
Some may not know how you
obtained the tire pressure information, so we would like to clarify. The
correct cold temperature (68°F)
tire-pressure inflation levels are
listed on the car by government
mandate; a tire-pressure plaque is
visible when the driver's door is
open. In the case of your 2011 C4
Targa, the correct tire pressures
are as you identified: 37 psi for the
front tires and 44 psi for the rear
tires, regardless of whether you
have 18- or 19-in. wheels. (Please
note that sometimes wheel sizes
do impact tire pressures.) This is
considered the correct tire prescontinued on page 38

When you simply want the best fit, using the
best fabrics, with the best warranties,
from the best company.

COLGAN
al CUSTOM
a malan Cogare•alt Indust .1.■ • • Inc

THE LEADER N
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FitTM

SUN SUN 1.0

PROTECTION SINCE 1965
Original

WORLD'S BEST CUSTOM CAR COVERS®
Available in 13 High - Performance Fabrics Custom Fit To Your Porsche

To Order:

www.covercraft.com

Call 1-800-4-COVERS (426 8377)
-
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FREE - standard shipping in the
contiguous U.S. with code EX122013
(enter at time of order).
Offer valid thru Dec 31, 2013.

CUSTOM-FIT

&nix FLOORMATS
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Perfect Partnership
For Your Porsche
EM:-L-P_Mg RTEMN
GT Racing is pleased to announce the
purchase of European Racing Headers
which has an outstanding reputation of
crafting performance Porsche header
and exhaust systems 1111111111101111111,
for over 40 years!

914.6 Headers

Mandrel Bent
911 RSR Headers
Stinger Exhaust
with Silencer

EUROPEAN

RACING HEADERS

High Performance Headers and Exhaust
Systems for 911 and 914 Porsche Models

/
35-111 39 27

4 4b

26

/ j
21

911 RSR Built With
GT Racing Panels
Parts 35-T11, 16A,
39, 27, 4, 4B,
21 and 26

Quality Light-Weight Porsche Body Panels
911, 914, 944, 968, 951, 993, 996, 997

www.GT-Racing.corn
Phone: 800-797- 2911
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sure for a fully loaded vehicle
meaning passengers, luggage and
a full tank of fuel.
There should also be a small
yellow plaque on the door or a
notation on the tire-pressure
plaque that refers you to the
owner's manual for additional tirepressure information. The owner's
manual should have the additional
information of recommended tire
pressures for lighter load conditions, which you have also correctly identified for your model at
34 psi front and 37 psi rear. This
would be the minimum tire pressures acceptable for this car.
Setting or allowing the tire pressures to operate at lower pressures
than those identified could have an
extremely negative impact on the
life of the tire and the handling of
the car.
If the inflation is set to a lower
level, the rolling resistance of the
tires will increase. This in turn will
cause a drop in fuel mileage, and
the tires will wear significantly
faster. According to Porsche documentation, tire wear can be
increased by as much as 25 percent if the tire pressure is lowered
by as little as 4.5 psi under recommended levels. The tire will lose
stability and traction in corning,
and steering response will also
become sluggish. However, even
more importantly, as the rolling
resistance increases, the heat generated within the tire also goes up
significantly. This type of heat generation can be extremely damaging to the tire's internal structure
and has the potential to cause the
tire to fail.
You did not mention the tire
brand and model currently on the
car; however, we assume that it is
a Porsche-recommended N-specification tire as delivered from the
factory. We suggest that any car
under a factory warranty program
have N-specification tires installed,
as Porsche dealer service department's generally react negatively to
tires not on Porsche's approved
list—and often with good reason.
Having said that, there are new
high-performance tires coming into
continued on page 40
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■ ■ HIGH PERFORMANCE PISTONS

ossner

the marketplace that can deliver
better ride characteristics while
providing uncompromising highperformance wet/dry grip, steering
response and even much longer
tire life than we have seen in the
past. Tire design continues to
make great strides as improved
technology continues to develop
better materials and construction
methodologies.

RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT

Manufacturer of Forged Pistons & Rods
German Quality and Precision Machined

New from Wossner Pistons...
Now stocking Porsche
2.0 & 2A [tr. piston
and cylinder kits.

993 Valve Guide Problem
I manage a vintage racing
prep shop and took the Porsche
plunge last week by purchasing a
1998 911 Carrera Cabriolet with
95,000 miles. I wanted a sensible, practical, everyday alternative to the less practical Italian
cars I am accustomed to.
Porsche reliability has always
impressed me, so this car's
mileage didn't scare me and its
price reflected the mileage quite
fairly. I bought the car from the

\\

\

1:=1

1:71=)= F-1

P: 714-369-8879 or 714-369-8547
www.wossnerpistons.com

continued on page 42

E. sales@wossnerpistons.com

ECU or DME?

tot

Bosch Ignition
CD! Boxes
DMEs / ECUs

-441

•

4311-44*

We get you back on the road!
SPECIALIZED ECU REPAIR

1.877.389.5498
www.PorscheECU.com
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BEFORE

e

• Substantially
increases
horsepower
while greatly
reducing fuel
consumption.

AFTER

• Available
for foreign
and domestic
intake/exhaust
manifolds and
cylinder head
AFTER combinations.
BEFORE
EXTRUDEHONE, the totally automated machining process that
provides unmatched fluid and air flow improvement. Greater
flow potential is achieved with highly controlled abrasive media
that alter the size, shape, and wall finish of the selected passage.

EcauDEHoN

:-

r6)02s,m5e3rsle12891vdAParFaamxo.u5n6t2,C/A53..19.08742033
EXTRUDE-0,E Cap..
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second owner, researched the
car's history, talked to the original
selling dealer, and performed a
thorough pre-purchase inspection. Cylinder leakdown was
about eight percent in all cylinders except for one, which was
13 percent.
I thought I'd done my homework, but I ran into a problem
when I tried to smog my 993. It
passed the tailpipe test but failed
due to a trouble code logged in
the OBD system indicating a fault
in the secondary air-injection system. This really caught me by
surprise, as the car showed
excellent power and driveability,
no Check Engine light indications, and it had normal tailpipe
emissions.
Further investigation, however,
revealed that the Check Engine
indicator lamp had been
removed. It promptly illuminated
upon installation.
I took the car to our local dealer. The service department confirmed the trouble codes and
cleared them, extinguishing the
Check Engine light. I was
stunned by their diagnosis. They
also said this 993 needs valve
guides — and that they had seen
this problem before.
We build our engines inhouse—from Ferrari V12s to
Cosworth DFVs—so I understand
engine theory. I cannot fathom
how a valve guide problem
(assuming one exists) can cause
a secondary air-injection system
trouble code. When I questioned
my service rep about this, the
response was that the secondary
air-injection system works fine, so
it must be the valve guides! I'd
very much like a second opinion,
and I am happy to pay to have
the car inspected again.
The previous owner of the car
is willing to take the car back and
refund my money, but I really do
like this 993 and I feel it's otherwise sound. I spent a lot of time
searching for this one and I'm
willing to spend a reasonable
sum to resolve what I see as an
isolated problem. The previous

forged
art.
The Fuchs FP.1 Centerlock wheel
is the pinnacle of performance
wheel design and engineering.
Drop-forged, not roto-forged or cast.
FEA optimized for the the ultimate
balance between strength and
lightweight performance.
Machined with multiple
compound curves that are
difficult and time consuming,
but result in the epitome
of beautiful Fuchs design.
The Fuchs FR1 Centerlock
wheel is now available, in
standard or fully custom finishes.
For rnore,please visit
fuchsperformance.com
or call 949.206.1093

DD©

WHEELS

fuchsperformance.com
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FIKSE
Profit 5

Profit 5s

Porfil 13

As an owner of the finest automobile you know that compromise
is not an option.
FIKSE wheels -are the strongest best looking wheels available
today. Timeless Art, designed, engineered and manufactured in
North America.
FIKSE- THE STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE

www.fikse.com

877.856.7311

info@fikse.com
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owner is also willing to contribute
to any repair costs. I am quite
motivated to solve this problem
sooner rather than later, given
the financial implications.

Sorry to hear that your first
experience with Porsche has
been an unpleasant one. Clearly,
someone has committed fraud
by eliminating the check engine
light. Someone clearly knew the
car had a problem, since the
light was circumvented before
the car was sold to you. Your
cleanest way out probably is to
take your money back and look
for another car.
The 3.6-liter engines do tend to
wear their valve guides out—particularly the exhaust-side guides.
This wasn't much of a problem
until OBD II came along and the
secondary air-injection was
added to the 1996 993 engines.
What happens is that just enough
continued on page 46 j

GENUINE RUF PARTS AND ACCESSORIES ONLY AT
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EINmALIG email:web:einmalig@einmalig.com
www.einmalig.com
NEW and USED Porsche Parts
Minor Tune Ups to Complete Restoration

• Door pockets front and rear with
door pulls

• 1965-68 911 912 light assemblies
reconditioned front and rears with new lenses

• Reconditioned pedal assembly
1965-1983

• New 911 912 shift knobs 901 and 915
and 930 shift knob

Visit Our New Parts Website
www.einmaligparts.com
5455 Production Drive Huntington Beach CA 92649
714.895.6567 ph 714.894.7126 fax
888.777.6772
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oil gets by the guides to coke up
the secondary air-injection ports
in the cylinder heads, resulting in
the fault you are experiencing.
Porsche started using an airinjection system with the introduction of the 993 in 1995.
Unlike earlier air-injection systems—which ran all the time—
the purpose of the 993 air-injection setup is to ensure quicker
catalytic converter heat-up during cold starts. During cold start
(between 59 ° F and 158°F), a
DME-controlled auxiliary air
pump blows air into the exhaust
ports through passages in the
camshaft housing and cylinder
heads, which initiates the catalyst "light off" on a cold engine.
The engine management monitors the operation through the
voltage values from a single oxygen sensor on early 993s or leftand-right oxygen sensors on later
993s (1996-on) with Motronic 5.2
continued on page 48

11 `) People
OCCUPATIONS: Airline Captain, former naval aviator
FAVORITE RIDE: My 2004 Porsche GT3
FAVORITE PASTIME: Teaching high performance driving
MOST REWARDING ACTIVITY: Helping the Wounded Warriors Project
FUN HOBBY: Detailing cars
P21S USER SINCE: "about 10 years"
WHY P21S? "I was dissatisfied with all the products I had been using...embarrassed to
admit how many products I tried...The very first second you
use P21S you know the products are different and
better. From the safe and effective
cleaners to the waxes' ease of
application, depth of shine and no
staining of rubber trim, you know right
away how great P21S is."
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DME with On-Board Diagnostics,
Second Generation (OBD II).
Normally, the extra air produces an
overly lean condition, which causes
oxygen-sensor voltage to go down
to zero. If there's a problem and
voltage is read on either sensor, a
fault is read by the DME and the
check engine light is illuminated. As
you say, you can have this problem
and have no driveability problems the only way you know you
have a problem is by the illumination of the CEL.
The problem can have a variety
of sources and, unfortunately, the
hardest part of diagnosis is access
to all of the components involved.
Simple repairs would involve air
pump seizure or vacuum line problems. The diagnosis and repair can
be far more difficult if it involves the
internal air passages in the cam
housing or the bores to the exhaust
ports in the cylinder heads.
Porsche says there is no official
repair procedure in this area. Cars
—
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with this issue have been repaired
by various means of cleaning out
the ports and reopening the air
passages. These repairs are often
performed only to the blocked side
of the engine since both sides are
seldom blocked. The blockage
usually consists of "coked" oil
residue. It is thought that the level
of contamination of the motor oil
may have an effect on this form of
coking and blockage. This may be
an argument for more frequent oil
changes than the "15,000 miles or
once a year" recommendation by
Porsche AG.
Most of the cases have
occurred in the warmer climates,
when the cars also have a lot of
city driving. These conditions produce extra heat and can create
the right conditions to overheat
the engine's oil in this area and
then cause the coking. If this happened when the cars were newer
or still under warranty, the dealers
continued on page 50
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REMUS CARBON RACE

Made in Austria

Serving the Motor
Vehicle Altermarkel

REMUS Distribution
MaxMOTO INC.

P 510.595.3300
info@maxmoto.com
www.remususa.com
www.maxmoto.com

Dealer Inquiries Welcome

www.remususa.com
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Free
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Within U.S.

866.737.1733 •

Outside U.S.

603.543.1006 ,

PayPal '
sales2@retroautomotiveproducts.com
VISA
www.retroautomotiveproducts.com
91 Main St. Suite 500 • Claremont, NH 03743 7.15E i

